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Abstract— Ransomware is type of malware and Trojans are 

types of cyberware that are designed to extort money from a 

victim. Ransomware can attacks on different platform like 

windows, android etc. It can attack systems in two ways, either 

can encrypt data or can block information. If virus is activated  

on system it can enable to spy on your system to delete, block or 

encrypt data until a ransom is paid. At present one of the most 

popular operating system is android. Ransom attacks can be 

prevented by paying closer attention to application permission 

request and by using prevention techniques. Prevention 

techniques can help detect and remove Ransomware without 

obtaining information about Ransomware. The focus of  the 

paper is on ransomware attacks on windows, android and other 

environments. In windows ransomware attackers can be 

prevented by monitoring abnormal file system and in android it 

can be detected by paying close attention to the android manifest 

file. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

ansomware is a term used to describe a class of malware 

to digitally extort victims into payment of specific fee, 

Ransomware is a type of Trojan. This virus is often disguised 

as legitimate software. Once virus is activated on victim 

system it can enable to spy on victim systems. Ransom can 

delete, modifying, copying and disrupting data on victim’s 

system. Ransom can attack on different platform like 

windows, android, Linux, mac etc. It started to spread in 1989. 

And since then it has been present till now but has changed 

significantly since then [1]..1989 to 2017 still ransom effect 

on different platform and system. Ransom have their different 

families which are growing day by day and attacker attack on 

system. Ransomlock, PCyber, Cryzip etc. are families of 

ransom which can effect on system and block data or move 

data from the victim’s system. In 2005, the PGPcoder family 

started growing wildly till 2008 as we can see many variants. 

In 2006, two other families started spreading [1].In 2009, 

Ransomlock and Bitcoin family started growing In 2011, 

SMS Ransomware and BootLock families growing. After 

2012 to now ransomware can spread worldwide randomly. 

Ransomware attack on different platform which are declared 

above. Ransomware is a malicious code that infects computer 

or network to encrypt or lock data, Ransomware is a less 

about technologies and more about exploitation of the human 

elements. In the case of windows, android and other platform, 

ransom can go in various stages and using software agent that 

run hidden using secret communication channel. And this  

 

Fig.1. Growth of Ransomware 

software has malicious intent to create harm to the computer  

or network. We can see from below figure of Ransomware 

life-cycles that there are some main stages that every crypto 

family goes through. Once the victim receives and accepts the 

encryption key, it will encrypt some specific files and folders 

in the system. In Windows Environments, when victim’s 

machine accesses any of the affected websites, email 

attachments or links. The virus contacts with C&C and 

modifies the system files. After changing when victim receive 

encrypt message and victim react on it then attacker can 

encrypting there data and lock files. It change Desktop wall 

paper and using decryption key and C&C we decrypt files and 

system. 

 

Fig.2 Life Cycle of windows based Ransomware [1] 

In Android once manifest File or Activity start using some 

methods Activity can go in run phase. Some process  like 

R 
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pause Activity, stop Activity and Destroy Activity can work 

in Activity run phase. After completed they go in terminated 

stage. Once process or Activity can terminate then again go in 

first stage. The victim seems to have no alternative. The app 

can’t be removed by a regular user. Even if he were somehow 

able to remove it, his files would still remain encrypted. The 

ransom payment, however, will probably not reach the NSA 

but rather make its way to the hands of a cyber-criminal [21]. 

In Android, virus attack on manifest file .some message 

generate when we open apps if we select ok on popup box  

then virus get keys to enter in mobile and harm or block our 

system and ask to pay ransom otherwise deleted our data .In 

android ,system work in different stage using different 

methods .In start phase , On create(),on Resume () methods 

used. IN Run phase, On pause (), On stop (), & On terminated 

() methods are used and in last phase, In terminated phase 

they terminate their work and again go in first phase 

 

Fig.3 Life cycle of Android Based Ransomware 

In Linux and MAC system ransom can attack. However, there 

architecture is so strong that user do not required to go behind 

the firewall. 

A. Ransom Work 

 

Fig.4 Ransomware Life-Cycle [2] 

Ransomware can work on different stages and this work 

can work continuously unless fee is paid by victims. In 

Ransomware the virus spreads from machine to machine 

through network, often via email attachments from rogue 

senders. Flow of Ransomware is below. 

II. ANATOMY AND METHODS 

A. Anatomy 

 

Fig.5 Anatomy [2] 

i. Deployment: In a Deployment phase a ransomware 

attack is the installation of the components that are 

used to  infect, encrypt, or lock the system using 

methods against them. 

ii. Installation: The ransomware application will install 

itself on the system. In the case of a Windows 

system, it will set keys in the Windows registry that 

will ensure the malcode starts up every time with the 

computer. For other systems, it will either take 

advantage of insecure app stores or stolen or valid 

application development certificates for IoS. The 

installation of the ransomware is really where  the 

adversary begins to take hold [2]. 

iii. Command and Control: Once malicious code is 

installing in system it will begin to reach out to its 

command server, looking for instruction. Command-

and-control channels vary with the different variants 

and families of malware [2]. 

iv. Destruction: All the files that have been identified by 

the C&C processes will begin to be encrypted by  the 

malcode. In destruction not only encrypt the files but 

also the filenames, making it even more difficult for 

victim to know how far the attackers have gotten and 

which files you have lost [2]. 

v. Extortion: Once files have been encrypted 

extortionists  use any number of methods to enforce 

payment. Ex. Bitcoin, prepaid vouchers, etc[2]. 

B. Common attack methods: Different methods are use 

in ransomware such as 

i. Exploit Kit: When victim visit website at that time 

exploit kits are executed and malicious codes are 

activated in system. These kits are sophisticated 

toolkits. 

ii. Malicious Email Attachments: The recipient opens 

the attachment thinking the email has been sent from 

a trusted source. Once the file is opened, the 

ransomware payload is unknowingly downloaded, 
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the system is infected, and the files are held for 

ransom [3]. 

iii. Malicious Email Links: Malicious email links are 

URLs  in the body of the email. Likewise, these 

emails are sent from someone or some organization 

that you believe to be a trusted source. When clicked, 

these URLs download malicious files over the web, 

the system is infected and the files are held for 

ransom [3]. 

III. DETECTION & PREVENTION 

Ransomware is not new but its exponential growth 

curve has made it a pervasive threat to end users. For cure 

against ransomware and for cyber security some security 

techniques are created and they work in four phase. 

i. PREDICATE: UNDERSTAND YOUR RISK, 

KNOW YOUR ATTACK SURFACE, And 

UNCOVER WEAK SPOTS.  

ii. PREVANT: MINIMIZE THE ATTACK 

SURFACE, PREVENT INCIDENTS. 

iii. RESPOND: REACT TO BREACHES, MITIGATE 

THE DAMAGE, ANALYZE AND LEARN. 

iv. DETECT: RECOGNIZE INCIDENTS AND 

THREATS, ISOLATE AND CONTAIN THEM. 

For prevent and Detect malicious code such 

techniques  are used 

i. Honeypot: Honeypots are bogus computer resources 

deployed by network administrators to act as decoy 

computers and detect any illicit access [4]. 

ii. Heldroid: Heldroid correctly detected all the 

ransomware samples, and did not confused corner-

case, benign apps that resembled some of the typical 

ransomware features [5]. 

iii. Cryptolock: Cryptolock can halt a process that 

appears to be tampering a set of indicators common 

to ransomware. This can produce an effective 

detection system that significantly mitigates the 

amount of victim data loss [6]. 

iv. Sand-box: a sandbox is a security mechanism for 

separating running programs. A sandbox typically 

provides a tightly controlled set of resources for 

guest programs to run in, such as scratch space on 

disk and memory, etc. 

A. Detection and Prevention steps 

 Backup file Regularly 

 Don’t enable macros 

 Very careful about opening

 unsolicited attachment 

 Don’t give more logging power 

 Use anti-virus 

B. Threats & Anti-Virus for Different OS 

i. Windows and Android based Threats: 

Trojans virus, Petya, etc. 

ii. Linux: Tron Horse, Local Scripts, Web, 

Worms, Targeted attacks, Rootkit, etc. 

In Linux two type attack done 

 Kernel Level 

 OS Level 

iii. MAC: In MAC WannaCry, WanaCrypt0r, 

and WCry is ransomware that encrypts 

files in apple MAC system for protect 

MAC system Clam AV & Commercial 

Product use as an Anti-virus. 

C. Service & Technologies [3] 

i. RAPID DETECTION SERVICE 

ii. F-SECURE PROTECTION 

SERVICE FOR BUSINESS 

iii. DEEPGUARD 

IV. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

The following table 1 contains study of 13 most 

important papers on the ransomware attack which helps to 

identify the effects, amount that to pay for ransom when it 

gets the attack to the system. It also includes the overview 

of each paper with their positive and negative aspects. 

Publishers and publication year are also included in the 

table. 

Table 1: Literature survey 

Publication/ 

Year 

Title Overview Positive Aspects Disadvantage 

Springer/ Monitoring A Malware Network LAN network traffic  monitoring Assigned IP addresses do   not 

2010 Malware   Activity Activity  aimed  to deliver was based on the packet and they generate much address 

 on the LAN answer to the question and assigned  IP  address.  Assigning resolution protocol (ARP) 

 Network [12] done  there  work  with the IP    addresses    to    systems  on traffic.   From   the   tests with 

  usage  of  virtual honeypot research  network and  as a DNS MultiPot   system  it   is clear, 

  system   on   network  and server. that  tested  trap  system  were 

  system for threats  not   infected   during network 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scratch_space
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  investigations were  tests   and   operation   of high 

  configured by using  interaction  honeypot  is  quite 

  honeypot.  unclear. 

Springer/ Study  of  Malware Behavioral  characteristics Analysis of email data using  the During   study   we   find  that 

2011 Threats   Faced  by of different malware types sandbox setup helps to produce a only two trogons are activated 

 the  Typical  Email affecting  the  internet and comprehensive data analysis in  six months of period.  This 

 User [11] other enterprise email about   botnet   behavior.   In this work needs to extended period 

  system  and  research  was paper,   we   studied   that  single of  time  and  also  extended to 

  carried out on spam  email email  user  take  six  months   of multiple    email    users   with 

  data  which  was  received period for collecting data. automated data feed 

  by single user.  mechanism  and measurement 

    methods. 

Springer/ A  Framework   for In  this  paper,  we propose Using static and dynamic The  main   problem  of  static 

2011 Defining  Malware a new framework to analyze techniques malware  can technique  to  disassemble  the 

 Behavior Using analyze malware by  using done there process. Static program  because  most  of the 

 Run Time Analysis static and dynamic analysis  process  is  difficult   so malware codes are obfuscated 

 and Resource analysis. Malware process we propose a new framework for by   great   variety   of packers 

 Monitoring [15] to investigate    malware dynamic malware analysis  using and    limitation    of  dynamic 

  operation. real  time  analysis  and resource technique is due to the change 

   monitoring. of    the    behavior    after  the 

    analysis process. 

Springer/ Research on Malware classification We  described  how  to   measure A  new  malware  is  captured, 

2014 Classification of approach is proposed, similarity of two malware source cluster  system  has  to   re-run 

 Malware Source based on content code   and   The   malware    was clustering algorithm using 

 Code[13] similarity    and   directory identified   as   new   attack   and single  linkage  agglomerative 

  structure    similarity   and network administrator. We algorithm  but  in  future work 

  also malware network collect   malware   by   means  of might be developing an 

  administrators   know   the Honeypots which were deployed incremental clustering 

  purpose of attackers. on    public    network    and    all algorithm    to    improve    the 

   malwares are captured by efficiency of cluster system. 

   honeypot.  
Springer/ Feature- The  main  objective  is  to We have focused on the "Command and Control" 

2014 Distributed propose advanced development  and  evaluation  of (C&C) servers are  centralized 

 Malware Attack: malware  that dynamically feature  distributed  malware and machines that are able to send 

 Risk and Defence distributes  its  features  to also   implemented   a   tool  that commands and receive 

 [14] multiple software automatically generates malware outputs of machines  part  of a 

  components. instances. botnet.  This  paper  based  on 

    C&C   so,   that   is   a Netcat- 

    clone, designed to be  portable 

    and offer strong encryption. 

Springer/ HELDROID: Ransomware attacker’s HELDROID  is  a  fast,  efficient HELDROID    is    a mobile 

2015 Dissectring and actual    target    is  human and  fully automated system  and application  so  in  non-mobile 

 Detecting    Mobile using HELDROID we can it can correctly    detect all application we were not  using 

 Ransomware detect ransomware in ransomware samples and work is this  application  .In  future we 

 [5] generic  way  and  tested it 
on real-world. 

based on NPL technique. ransomware resistant OSs. 
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IEEE/ 

2015 

Fest: A Feature 

Extraction and 

Selection Tool for 

Android Malware 

Detection [9] 

Using FEST we extracting 

ans selecting features for 

building malware 

detection models. 

Using FrequenSel selects features 

by finding difference their 

frequencies between malware and 

apps and after experiments we 

evaluate that FEST gets 98% 

accurate result. 

For extracting features in future 

we introduce AppExtractor 

tools and also compare both 

tools and discuss which one is 

better  and why? 

IEEE/ 

2015 

Unknown Malware 

Detection Using 

Network Traffic 

Classification [8] 

It present end-to-end 

supervised based system 

and network classification 

method was used to classify

 malicious, 

malicious activity and 

benign traffic to a  malware 

family. 

The proposed method analyzes 

DNS, HTTP, and SSL protocols, 

and combines different network 

classification methods in different 

resolutions of network. 

Future work we intend to 

extend the research on transfer 

learning techniques to improve 

detection from untrained 

network. 

Hindawi/ 

2015 

The Effective 

Ransomware 

Prevention 

Technique Using 

Process Monitoring

  on 

Android Platform 

[7] 

In this paper effective 

method is proposed to 

prevent the attacks of 

modified ransomware on 

Android platform. 

Proposed method and prevention 

technique can detect and remove 

ransomware using CPU and I/O 

and technique is proposed to 

reduce damage caused by 

unknown ransomware. 

It does not need to install an 

application such as existing 

prevention and reduce damage 

caused by unknown 

ransomware attacks. 

ELSEVIER/2 

016 

Experimental 

Analysis of 

Ransomware on 

Windows and 

Android Platforms: 

Evolution and 

Characterization [1] 

The focus of the paper is on 

how ransomware families 

evolved in windows and 

android environments. 

We analysis of ransomware 

families, focusing on their 

evolution and characterization. 

To prevent the user's  data from 

getting into un- recoverable 

state, a user should have  

incremental online and offline 

backups of all the important 

data and images. 

IEEE/2016 A Novel Method for 

Recovery from 

Crypto 

Ransomware 

Infections 

[16] 

Using crypto ransomware 

method not only covers 

prevention, but also focuses 

on how to recreate the files. 

Using Locky, Telsa Crypto and 

CTB locker successfully infected 

the system and easily and 

automatically be restored and 

encrypt the data. 

The local hard drive would 

become unusable or damaged 

on the file system level; the 

proposed methods will not work 

without first repairing the 

damages structure. 

IEEE/2016 Detecting 

Ransomware with 

Honeypot techniques 

[4] 

These research techniques 

to implement a  honeypot to 

detect ransomware activity. 

The research developed a staged 

response to attacks to the system 

along with thresholds when there 

were triggered. 

There is no guarantee the 

malware would attempt to 

invade these areas, and a 

honeypot free from attack alerts 

is not an indicator that other 

areas are not being targeted. 

IEEE/2016 CryptoLock (and 

Drop It):Stopping 

Ransomware 

Attacks on User 

Data[6] 

Ransomware is a growing 

threat that encrypts a user’s 

files and holds the 

decryption key until a 

ransom is paid by the 

victim. 

Using CTB-Locker and 

Cryptolock they can detect 

ransomware based on behavior 

against user data. 

When high latency creates in 

operation that time file  is often 

locked and cannot be opened by 

Crypto Drop. 
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IV. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK 
 

Ransomware families mostly focus on their evolution and 

characterization. The characterization of ransomware families 

is based on ransomware samples from ransomware families 

that have emerged over the last few years. Results show that  a 

significant number of ransomware families exhibits very 

similar characteristics. Using different threats they attacks on 

system and ask to pay ransom. Using some anatomies and 

anti- virus victim can protect their system. Also conclude that 

ransom can behave differently in different platform so using 

some techniques like CryptoLock, Heldroid, etc. victim can 

protect their data .MAC and Linux have very secure 

environments so threats can’t affect them easily. But research 

said now a day’s ransom also attack on MAC & Linux 

environment but their protection technique still not found 
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